Commissioning & Startup and
Operations & Maintenance

SERVICES

Building a Better World

CSOM means

Whether your project involves water, wastewater, energy or facilities, MWHC’s CSOM
services group provides support in six key areas:

Boots on the Ground

Day-to-day operations is no easy task.

MWHC is primarily focused on delivering work in the United

It requires maintaining a balance between issues of the

States and the United Kingdom, helping clients solve their

moment and long-term planning. It requires knowledge of

water management challenges.

a variety of processes and their interdependencies. This
complexity necessitates coordinated activities among
numerous practice groups – startup, commissioning,
operations, maintenance, instrumentation and controls,
and more. The combined efforts of our clients’ operations
staff with our seasoned commissioning, startup, operations
and maintenance (CSOM) staff benefit the entire planning
and implementation process.

Long recognized for our work in water and energy, MWHC
has expanded its capabilities to provide program and
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Operations &
Maintenance (O&M)
Training

Active Manuals
(Electronic O&M)

construction management (PM/CM) services for capital
construction projects, primarily for large industrial clients
with facilities throughout the world. These projects can
be delivered utilizing a design-build methodology or may
utilize a full suite of a la carte construction services, from
performing a retail roll-out to building the CEO’s boardroom.
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Process Control
Management Programs
(PCMP)

Process
Modeling

So, when consulting assistance is desired – during
the design of a facility expansion or upgrade, or during
construction activities, or for the evaluation of operating
alternatives that might result in energy efficiencies or
a reduction in chemical use — “boots on the ground”

Typical Tasks of the

Commissioning and Startup Group

experience pays dividends.

Review design drawings

MWH Constructors (MWHC) is a leader in providing

Develop facility

engineering and construction services with a focus on
water and energy. With a history that spans the last 200
years, MWHC successfully delivers complex projects for
municipal, federal and industrial clients, utilizing the full
range of traditional (hard bid) and alternative delivery
methods, including self-performance, design-build,
construction management-at-risk, program management,
and construction management-as-agent services.

and specifications

equipment lists
Develop commissioning
and startup plans based
on control strategies
Develop equipment test
packages
yy Local/manual control
yy Local/automatic
control
yy Remote/manual
control

yy Remote/automatic
control

Commissioning and Startup
MWHC starts the planning process for
commissioning and startup early – typically
during the design phase. At each milestone in the project

yy All alarms

cycle, the commissioning plan and closeout documentation

yy All interlocks

are updated, so when the time comes for startup, the

Schedule and manage

all testing and training
related activities
Manage warranties
Manage spare parts
during construction and
turnover to owner
Provide consolidated
vendor O&M manuals

system operates as expected, without surprises or delays.
Having commissioned and started up more than $4B of
projects in the last 10 years, MWHC brings a wealth of
experience and expertise to these projects.
We use a process that ensures the facility will start when
scheduled. All equipment is tested through each level, as
required by the control strategies.

We have found our approach facilitates rapid and
successful startup and turnover of the new or
expanded facility.

Operations & Maintenance Training

SCADA Integration

In conjunction with either Process Control Management Programs or ActiveManuals services, MWHC can provide O&M training

MWHC provides expertise in instrumentation and control (I&C), supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA), process control networks and network communications. We have successfully implemented

to the owner’s staff for skills enhancement. If desired,
this training can be designed to qualify for continuing
education points (CEUs). MWHC has the expertise to
provide the following tasks as they relate to training:

Needs assessments
Site-specific operations training
Site-specific maintenance training
Trade-specific training
Task-based training

more than 500 projects, including some of the world’s largest automation projects, involving process control, SCADA systems
applications, I&C, various modes of communication and telemetry systems. Our
project system networks have encompassed municipal populations of up to 14
million people and areas over 2,500 square miles. These projects include various
aspects of water production, treatment, transmission, storage and distribution, as
well as wastewater collection.
We understand what it means to provide our clients with a single point of
responsibility, with the desire and the ability to step in and find the solution to
a problem, no matter how complex. Our SCADA integration team develops and
implements SCADA systems that optimize the process, enhance and simplify

The experience of the
MWHC Operations &
Maintenance Services
Group puts us in a
unique position to deliver
the best value SCADA
systems for our clients.

operations, reduce maintenance and meet or exceed the regulatory requirements.

Process Modeling
Process modeling identifies certain operations and maintenance processes and procedures that can be optimized, resulting in
lower costs and improved operating efficiencies. Process modeling examines the following areas:

Unit process operations
Power utilization
Chemical utilization
Staffing
“What if” scenarios
Plant models are based on each facility’s
complexity flow. Hydraulic models are used to
analyze pumping and aeration requirements
to assist clients in reducing energy costs.
Process models are also used to optimize
chemical costs, supplement carbon for
nutrient removal and determine the best
location for chemical addition.

SCADA Integration Services
 Design

yy Fully engineered design solutions
yy Value engineering
yy Constructability reviews

 Equipment procurement for SCADA systems
 Software development
yy PLC and RTU programming

 Comprehensive full-scale factory acceptance test of







SCADA, telemetry, electrical and security systems
Construction management
Pre-commissioning
Commissioning
Startup
Process optimization
Warranty services

yy HMI screens
yy Databases for PLCs and HMIs
yy Data management systems

Because SCADA integration isn’t our only
service offering, our staff brings a fresh
approach with a strong commitment to
owner/facility manager relationships.

ActiveManuals

Process Control Management Program (PCMP)

Operations and maintenance manuals have historically been described by treatment plant
operations and maintenance staff as “dust collectors” at best, irrelevant at worst. Once received,

A treatment plant comprises many unit
treatment processes. Each of these processes

they are often shelved and left alone. We believe there are three principal reasons for non-use of these important documents:

has performance goals that must be met in order to ensure

 Access – Robust access to information is having the right information at the point of need. Content must consider the
needs of a variety of end users.

the facility is, as a whole, performing to meet the facility’s

staff and to train staff in the methodology of UPG and SOP
development.
Additionally, the PCMP is easily linked to ActiveManuals.

overall goals.

 Integration – There are numerous information resources at any facility. Determining what these resources are and how they
might best be integrated with the O&M manual is an essential consideration.
 Revision Capability – Workplace practice and facility assets are dynamic. An O&M manual must, therefore, be easily revised
to stay in alignment with day-to-day practice and existing equipment.

MWHC developed a Process Control Management
Program (PCMP) designed to proactively manage the many
processes and systems that comprise a facility’s operation
and maintenance program.

ActiveManuals is designed with the end-user in mind, addressing the issues of access, integration and revision. We work
collaboratively with facility staff to determine the appropriate structure and content.
Owners have varying O&M information needs. While design criteria and system components data are important, they are not
sufficient. Process information is also needed.

The PCMP assists staff at all levels to operate each facility
at its maximum efficiency. developed in collaboration with
your staff, it achieves full support and can be customized to
accommodate every level at the facility.

Video-based knowledge capture can be coupled with ActiveManuals services or be a stand-alone service.

Our typical approach to implementing a PCMP begins
by focusing on the optimization of a major unit process
within a facility of your choosing. From that point, the team

Key Benefits of ActiveManuals
Database solution that

easily handles dynamic
content
User-defined tabs,
sections and
subsections that result
in alignment with
workplace processes
Browser-based user
access via authenticated
login – no per user
license fees
Robust print capabilities
with archiving options

Integration of varied

information sources,
including engineering
process manuals, O&M
manuals, manufacturer
manuals, technical
documents, drawings,
photographs and videos
Ease of use and real-time
updates and revisions
Search capabilities
across multiple
information sources

customizes a Unit Process Guide (UPG) to specifically

Documentation
Hierarchy for PCMP
 The Process Control Plan defines the
management strategies for implementing
the plan.
 The Process Operating Plan defines the
treatment objectives of the plant.
 Unit Process Guidelines provide operators
and managers with plant specific information
on each unit treatment process.
 Standard Operating Procedures address the
plant-specific operator duties.

match the unit process at the facility.
Concurrently, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) may
be developed to match the site-specific requirements for
sampling, analysis, monitoring and equipment operation for
that UPG.
A series of workshops are held with the team to discuss the
UPG requirements and implementation strategies.
Within 30 to 60 days following the initial onsite PCMP
development work, the MWHC team returns to the site to
fine-tune the UPGs and SOPs with the plant operations

Regardless of which services we
provide our clients, we always take
an integrated systems perspective.
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